DD Frontline Hammock - MC
Bug-proof and breathable

Versatile

Compact

Breathable

Bug proof

Camouflage

Pockets

Our popular DD Frontline Hammock - MC is a versatile and tough double-layered design, with a breathable
base and its mosquito net built in – making it ideal for use in various climates, including the Jungle. The
DD Mutlicam pattern excels at blending in to a huge variety of natural and woodland backgrounds, so this
hammock is ideal for wildlife photographers, the armed forces, or those who just wish to keep their favourite
campsite hidden.

Specs

Features

SIZE:
2.7m x 1.4m

•

(comfortable for people up
to 6ft 5in and 125kg)

PACKED SIZE:
28cm x 17cm x 12
cm
WEIGHT:
860g
(excluding webbing & poles)

COLOUR:
DD Multicam

Breathable, double-layered design with velcro tab closure – lie
between the layers to cocoon yourself, or insert a partiallyinflated Inflatable Mat between the layers in cooler weather

•

Ultra-fine mesh mosquito net built in: zips closed and protects
against all insects (even the Scottish midge!) - suspended with
60cm spreader poles for a roomy interior!

•

2 x foldable lightweight 60cm spreader poles and 2 x 2m
lengths of elastic, to suspend the net

•

2 x double-sided zippers for easy open and close

•

2 x internal hanging loops for torches, glasses...

•

4 internal pockets to store small valuables - these can be used
in any hammock set-up configuration!

•

4 tabs on each corner of the base - to peg out, to suspend
equipment from or to fit a DD Underblanket

•

Pre-fitted with 10m strong suspension webbing (5m each end)

•

Stuff sack

How does it work?
Sleep 100% bug-free with the Frontline’s insect net zipped up, or simply unzip both sides and roll up to
secure out of the way. Alternatively, suspend the hammock with the net on the bottom to lounge out in the sun!

Watch a brief Intro Video

Find out how to set up your hammock

Visit our Hammock FAQ

Set-Up Options
Bug free hammock
Completely insect and mosquito free sleeping system
To lift the bug net up - simply tie one end of the elastic cord
(included) to the central loop near the spreader pole sleeves, another
end can be tied to either suspension, tarp or tree.
To spread out the mosquito net creating more room inside the
hammock - insert the spreader poles into the sleeves.
Tie the mosquito net up above the hammock if it is not needed.

Basic open hammock
To lie out in the open simply flip the hammock over so the mosquito
net is underneath (please remove the mosquito net poles before
doing this).
Using it this way you can also use it as a seat during the day.

Ground / bed set-up
The Frontline Hammock can also be easily set up as a bivi on the
ground, or used on a bed for protection against mosquitos. If setting
up on the ground, you will need two sticks / supports to tie the
mosquito net to and keep it suspended above the hammock, and we
also recommend using a ground sheet beneath you on wet ground.

Insulation
The two layer base allows you to insert a thermarest / foam camping mat between the two layers as
insulation in colder weather. There are also three velcro patches to close the two layers which helps to keep
your insulation in place.
In hammocks the majority of heat loss is felt from below due to the compression of the loft in your clothing /
sleeping bag by your body weight.
(shown below in Olive green, but the same principle applies to the MC version)

